
1

Fg =
Gm1m2

r2

universal 
gravitational 

constant

distance (m)

masses (kg)

gravitational 
force (N)

Newton’s Law of Gravitation

• In 1798, Henry Cavendish 
measured the force between two 
masses, thereby determining the 
Gravitational constant, G.

G = 6.67 ×10−11  Nim2

kg2  or m3

kgis2

• A gravitational constant (G, not g!) exists because force is 
already defined by the 2nd Law (where 1 newton = 1 kg·m/s2)

• Newton is unable to determine 
the constant, although he makes 
a reasonable estimate.

Henry Cavendish experiment
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Applications of Law of Gravitation
Calculate the gravitational attraction between the Earth and the Moon. 
The Earth’s mass is 5.97 x 1024 kg and the Moon’s mass is 7.36 x 1022 kg. 
The average distance between the Earth and the Moon is 3.84 x 108 m.

Fg =
Gm1m2

r2

With the gravitational constant determined, Cavendish 
calculated the mass of the Earth, a value that had not yet been 
determined exactly, only approximated.

ME =
gRE

2

G

The gravitational field strength around any body: find g at the surface 
of Mars if Mmars= 6.39 x 1023 kg, and Rmars = 3.39 x 106 m

g = GMmars

R2mars
= 6.67E_11*6.39E23 / 3.39E62 = 3.71N/kg

= 5.97E24 kg

= 6.67E_11*5.97E24 *7.36E22 / 3.84E82 = 1.99E20 N

weight = force of gravitation

Fg = mg =
GMEm
RE

2

weight = force of gravitation

Fg = mg = GME m
RE

2

= 9.81*6.37E62 / 6.67E_11

Note: the value of g is also the acceleration due to gravity (freefall) and 
the centripetal acceleration of a body orbiting a mass M at distance R.
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Gravitational Field
Field theory rationalizes force at a distance. 
A mass influences the space around it – the 
altered space influences other masses!

g = F
m

=
GMm
R2
m

DEFINITION 
OF G FIELD

g field = force
mass

Metric unit of g field

newton
kilogram

= N
kg

g = GM
R2

G FIELD AROUND TWO 
NEARBY PLANETS
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Gravitation and Orbit Example Problems
Gravitational Force #2: A 52kg student travels to 
Mars! Calculate the student’s weight on Mars and 
compare it to the weight on the Earth.

W = mg

= 6.67E
_11*6.39E23*52
3.39E62

F =
GM marsm
Rmars

2

= (52 kg)(9.81 N/kg) = 510 N

= 193 N
= 0.254 m

s2

⇒T = 2πR
vt

= 2π × 3.96E7
3170

Orbit #2: An satellite is traveling in a circular orbit 
around the earth as shown. Find the satellite 
acceleration, speed and orbital period.

vt =
2πR
T

ac =
vt
2

r

= 6.67E
_11*5.97E24
3.96E72

ac = g =
GME

R2

= (3.71 N/kg)(52 kg)
check your work with another method:
W = gmarsm = 193 N

⇒ vt = acR = 0.254× 3.96E7

= 78460 s or 21.8 h

= 3170 ms
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Newton and Satellite Motion
Newton’s Law of Gravitation predicts 
artificial satellites can orbit the earth 
with centripetal acceleration.
Satellites have acceleration towards the 
center of Earth, but they also have 
tangential speed to keep them in orbit!
Astronauts in orbit are often said to be 
“in a weightless environment”. Not true! 
They continuously freefall around the 
Earth and still have weight but lack a 
support force. It’s “normalforcelessness”!

satellite applet

The ISS orbits at an altitude of 370 km above the Earth with an orbital 
period of about 92 minutes. Calculate the acceleration and speed of the ISS. 
Recall that the Earth’s average radius is 6.37 x 106 meters.

v = 2πr
T

= 2π (6.74 ×10
6 )

92 × 60

Sun, Earth, Moon applet

ac =
4π 2r
T 2 = 4π 2 (6.37 ×106 + 370,000 m)

(92 min × 60 s/min)2
not freefall g

but about 90%!

how much speed in
miles per hour?

= 8.73m/s2

= 7670 m/s
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1. The paths of planets around the sun 
are elliptical with the sun at one focus

2. The planets sweep out equal areas in 
equal times.  That is, they move faster 
when closer to the sun and slower 
when further from the sun

3. The square of the period of a planet 
is proportional to the cube of the 
distance from the sun (the mean 
distance, since the path is elliptical)

T 2 = cR3

1st Law 
applet

3rd Law 
applet

2nd Law 
applet

Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion

T (period)

R (radius)

Johannes Kepler analyzes the motions of 6 
known planets in our solar systems and finds:
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Law of Gravitation & Kepler’s 3rd Law

Newton proves Kepler’s Laws of Planetary motion. 
Kepler’s 3rd Law is easy to prove, since gravity is the 
centripetal force pulling a planet into circular motion.

Fg = Fc
GmM
R2

=
4π 2mR
T 2

T = 4π 2R3

GME

Use Kepler’s 3rd Law to find the 
orbital period of the moon. Recall the 
Earth’s mass and the moon’s orbital 
radius from earlier examples.

T 2 =
4π 2

GM
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
R3

3rd Law 
applet

central body’s 
mass (kg)

orbital radius 
(meters)orbital 

period 
(seconds)

MJ =
4π 2R3

GT 2 T = 16.8 days 24 hr
day( ) 60 min

hr( ) 60 s
min( )

Callisto, a moon of Jupiter, orbits 
once each 16.8 days. Its orbital radius 
is 1.88 x 109 m. Find Jupiter’s mass.

= 4π 2 (3.84 ×108 )3

(6.67 ×10−11)(5.97 ×1024 )

T = 2.37 ×106  s (about 27.4 days)

MJ = 4π
2 *1.88E93 / (6.67E_11*1.45E62 )

MJ = 1.87 ×1027  kg (about 314 Earths!)

orbit 
simulator

T = 4π 2 * 3.84E83 / (6.67E_11*5.97E24)

Kepler’s Laws 
simulation

2nd Law 
applet
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